In 2007 Routledge launched a special annual issue devoted to South Asia. With a SA Academic Editor, Associate Editor and a SA Board, the issue will explore sport in the cultures of the SA nations.

Electronic submissions in Word or Word Perfect are preferred. Please send manuscripts to:

Projit Mukharji
South Asia Regional Issue
IJHS
Dept of History
McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Email: projetmukharji@googlemail.com

The collection is the third regional issue. The first is devoted to North and South East Asia, the second to North American and the fourth to Europe. A fifth devoted to Australasia and the Pacific will be launched in 2009.

From 2010 the International Journal of the History of Sport will increase in frequency to 18 issues per year. There will be five regional issues, four regular issues, two themed collections, and two review monographs. In addition there will be an Annual Review which allows scholars the opportunity to develop ideas and arguments more fully than previously within a framework of some 15,000 words. There will also be a regional themed collection and review monograph. In 2009 this will be devoted to Europe. In subsequent years the other regional issues will have their
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